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What Progressive Christianity Means for Me
How a revised theology actually affects one’s practice and living

Address to the Progressive Christian Network of Victoria, 14 September 2008

My name’s Matt Cutler and I’m a 27 year old ordained pastor through the Churches of Christ.
I’ve done youth ministry now for 7 years and am a youth pastor at Truth and Liberation Concern
– a non-denominational church in Bayswater.

Before I talk about the value and place of progressive Christian faith, I need to allow you to hear
about the place I come from – the ground from my faith and convictions have grown.

My womb!  What I was immersed and surrounded by ...
Here’s a brief sketch ...

My Family ...
• Was energetic and fun-loving –plenty of positive vibes.  We got along well, but probably

didn’t talk too much about stuff we were struggling with – or share too vulnerably with
one another.

• Whilst great at engaging one another in fun and banter, more significant discussions were
one-way conversations – dialogue and disagreement weren’t welcome guests at our
dinner table.  Homosexuality, who Jesus was ... these were topics that lacked a freedom
to explore.  To be honest, some of my family might struggle with me sharing here today.

My first Church
• I attended a large fairly mainstream church in the Bible belt in Blackburn.  I loved my

time there and still have many friends from that community.  As I reflect back, however,
I am interested in the unspoken but powerful messages I heard about God and the faith
journey.  Faith seemed to be about feeling good, and about ins and outs.  Faith meant
waiting until you felt strongly enough in your chest to go forward after the service.  Alter
calls were very common – a feature of most services.  Faith seemed to me, to be
particularly focused on positive emotional experiences.  I remember wondering where
God was on Monday, when school was tough and I didn’t feel so good about myself.

• The community was large and growing.  I noticed that whilst it was growing, a lot of
people were leaving though!!  I was criticised for my cynicism of noting that of the 60
young adults who had recently joined, only 2 or 3 were from non-faith backgrounds.

• I didn’t really hear many times when struggle was talked about.  Singing was vibrant,
services were fun and entertaining.

• I was a part of a small group.  It was a cool game this small group.  The game was called,
‘get everyone to agree’ or ‘let’s all decide together what the bible has to say about ...’.
No-one actually explained they were the rules ... but somehow we all knew them, and I
got really good at playing by them.  I remember the frustration and anger I felt when a
young medical student, who had worked amidst some devastating conditions in India,
decided that God was not an interventionist God.  A verse from John was quoted,
reminding her that unfortunate events happen to demonstrate God’s power.  The other
rule I noticed, was that the ‘Ins’ knew what the ‘Outs’ didn’t.
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I then took a left turn.
CCTC – A Cumbersome Acronym for Churches of Christ Theological College

• This experience for me, was like having the chair legs being knocked from beneath me!
(Perhaps many now finding a home in progressive Christianity went through, or are going
through, a similar stage of deconstruction.) I was confronted with new ways of looking at
things, and questions.  I realised I hadn’t heard many of those previously, and hadn’t been
encouraged to ask many either.

• This college has a strong emphasis on self-awareness and reflecting diligently
theologically.  They offered the grace of space.  People were allowed to sit at different
places.  Maximum permission was offered to ask questions, without a feeling that God
was on the electric shock button in the skies, keeping me in line.

• I started a group called the ‘Faith Wrestling Federation’, in which we’d wrestle
theological concepts.  Upon gathering, we’d present a theological issue, and together
brainstorm questions that the topic evoked for us.  I remember the first week, when the
topic was “Who or what is God?”  The small group of us took it in terms to share our
own views and stories, and despite the contradictions and differences present, we heard
each other, nodded understandingly and all had a chance to contribute equally.  I
remember feeding back to the group that very first week how significant the difference
from my previous small group experience this had been.

Finally ... I also discovered and developed an exceptionally loving friendship who offered a
grace-ful space – the safest of places, to admit I didn’t know, to admit I was wrong, to not need
to be right, to discover that others had the potential to teach me more than I already knew, and to
show me more of God ...

What happened?

My college experience, expanding my experiences, and an openness in my faith through this
theological training, resulted in some pretty significant shifts.  Some of these were:

• I had discovered the value of questions.  I had found ‘doubt to be the hand maiden of
truth’ and not an enemy to be squeezed out.

• I found I often had freer, rawer and more honest conversations with those outside the
church ... and was met with more defensive, protective, fearful points of dialogue with
Christians I’d known for a long time.

• Found that a lot of my care – and trite, spiritual answers, were not helpful.  I discovered
they were actually more about my own need to hold to simplistic ideals which disallowed
room for pain and struggle, as well as my need to fix, heal and impart.

• My new openness to actual hearing the opinion of another meant I learned to listen and to
hear stories.  Once I began to do that, I learned to see people float forward from a mist of
belief/doctrine/dogma and arguments.  I began to hear the real person – to hear souls.

Progressive Theology for me
I have found progressive theology the only way for me to be true to myself.  In doing so, I do not
want to criticise the ‘old way’ - the air I was breathing and the food I was eating because it did
sustain me.  However, I’ve felt an increasing need to discover, and then offer an alternative ...
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not because I’m young and therefore want to embrace everything that is new and cool ... but
because I have found the way I was brought up disempowering and diminishing of humanity.
And when I see that, I need to critique it.  That has become my lens ... when humanity is
inhibited, and love of self and other is prevented, a new way must be found.

For me, the two most significant differences that progressive Christian faith offers are these:

1) 
More emphasis on the Otherness of God – the eternal More.  It is open to the bigness of God, the
mystery.  There’s a Zen Buddhist story in which a young monk approached his spiritual master
in anger.  The Zen master asked him if he wanted a cup of tea – a request to which the young
trainee agreed.  The Zen master began pouring – and continued as the cup overflowed.  “Stop,
stop!” the trainee cried.  Quietly the Zen master stated: “You are like this cup.  We cannot have a
conversation.  You are too full – you have come as a full cup.”

I find most churches’ cups are too full.  Claims to certain, limited and prescribed knowledge of
God, has only made their access and experience of God more difficult for those outside the
church.  I heard in a sermon recently, “For any religion to claim it has God, is to empty the world
of God”.  Some here might be familiar with the concepts of idol and icon.  When we have an
idol, we have an image which is self-contained – what you see is what you get.  An icon on the
other hand, when you look to it – your gaze moves though and beyond, to more and greater
things.  Unfortunately, many churches and their theologies have become idolatrous – and not
iconic.  Claiming to have, to have captured – and not a framework through which to explore the
limitless Other – the Great mystery.  The force and source of being – of love.  Idols function as
mirrors – reflecting back what it is we think we want and need.  Icons, I see more as windows –
windows to more!  A calling out to a life of love and grace.

Progressive Christian faith attempts to be an icon – that which acknowledges the More and the
contribution of others in searching and embracing this More.  In this way, there is a focus on the
God which transcends boundaries – rather than creates then.  On seeing Christ as that which calls
us outwards – beyond that which has us want to pin down and define against.

I’ve learned that it is a scary place to be when we claim to have or know God ... because the
obvious implication is that others don’t.  That truly is a dangerous and inhibiting place to be.  I
value the Sikh quote: “If you do not see God in all, you do not see God at all”.  The Christian
tradition is a framework for interpreting the mystery of God – not a ‘God management system’,
or the keeper of the keys.

One of the key implications is the approach to the ‘Other’.  The Other plays a different role.  The
seats have shifted.  They are no longer the person who I need to get over to my side of the fence,
but the person capable of walking together with me and journeying to a place neither of us have
been yet ... deeper into the mystery of God.  Others are fellow journey partners into God.  Others
– particularly those very different to me, are a gift and not an enemy.  To take this seriously,
things like listening, hearing stories, seeking to understand and asking questions become the way
of faith – and a necessary posture of humility.  In doing this, we join hands in walking more
deeply together into the mystery of God.
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1) 
Secondly, there is more emphasis on the God so close – intimately connected.  Breath, the life
force and ... slippery and hidden in the very midst of our own soul.  The manger within our own
inner-village.  To hear soul, or ‘Inner teacher’, our inner voice of love ... is to hear God – the call
and whisper towards living out the fullness of who we are, and to see us connected – truly
connected – to all people.

This has meant:

• The complexity of life is honoured – the reality of pain is acknowledged as a part of the
journey.  This has also resulted in a more vulnerable journey into myself.

• Listening to what our doubts and fears and telling us – or inviting us to hear.

• A discovery of the slippery, resilient soul – the flickering lantern, always pointing in the
direction, (but never demanding) of truth, true self, and of life and love.

• Discovering a spirituality that allows me to swim in the God ‘in whom we live and move
and have our being’.

• A fresh approach to vocation.  It is no longer about asking the question, “What does God
want me to do?”... but “Who am I?  Who has God created me to be – and how can I live
that out most fully in the world?”

Much of the theology I was feed on didn’t offer an invitation into those pursuits ... but actually
derailed and prevented them.  It distanced me from those possibilities.  It did that by offering a
theology of end results, arrival and victory ... rather than of journey, process, contemplation and
transformation.

In this way, I have been more radically called out of myself – to places, people, ideas and
conversations I would have avoided, whilst at the same time called more courageously inward –
to a more honest understanding of myself and the complexity of life.

Leaver sensitive church
10 or so years ago, there was a buzz in evangelical churches around the idea of creating ‘Seeker
Sensitive churches’.  The aim of which, was to make services as attractive and relevant to those
not yet interested in church.  Alan Jamieson, (In ‘A Churchless Faith’) observed that despite this
push to be more seeker friendly, focused and sensitive, more people were leaving churches than
were fronting up.  That is, the back door was bigger than the front door.  Therefore, he conducted
a study where he interviewed over 100 people who had left the church.

The following list is from his interviews and research.  They are factors that people were
desperately seeking and needing in their faith – but were sadly lacking, to the extent that their
faith and spirituality could no longer be adequately explored within it and therefore had to cease
attending communities of faith.
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1. Provide places for people to explore, question and doubt
2. Provide a theology of journey – rather than event or arrival
3. Provide resources for people in dark places – rather than deny those places exist.

Enabling them to find what those dark places mean
4. Provide methods of other theological understandings – and allow them to sit side-by-side
5. Provide models of honest Christian life rather than ‘shoulds’
6. Provide room for emotions and intuitions.  i.e. It’s ok to be angry, to be hurt, to be sad.

I feel that progressive theology is a ‘Leaver Sensitive church’ – fulfilling many of the things
churches must offer if we are to be true to the reality of life, the mystery of God, and the path of
faith.  Personally, I have found this way of seeing and operating faithfully, to be able to
adequately explore the questions of the human condition.  I have found it to be more capable of
dealing with the struggles of the human experience.  That is, our radical insecurity, our need for
tribal boundaries, the use of prejudice as a survival and coping mechanism and our chase and
race for security and significance.

Practices
In terms of how these thoughts and ideas impact my practice, here is a brief sketch.

• Questions become guiding lights – wrestling and listening have become part of the way
and not something to fear.

• Our scriptures have moved from being at the top of the food chain – from being an
authoritative rubber stamp of morality and advice.  They have taken their place as a
conversation partner.  As something which asks questions of us – which invites reflection
and a new way of being and living.

• There is a more legitimate love of the other.  Less conditional!  We have a greater posture
of humility and openness – and can in this way, legitimately learn from the others
different from ourselves.  God is then found in the exchange – God is sensed and
stumbled over in the space created by opposing people willing to forgo being right and a
claim on knowledge, to mutually listen and learn.

• Vocation changes shape.  I am asked to see God not as the ticket machine that prints out a
job and starting time, or conspires in the universe to help me do what I want to do.
Instead, vocation is the living out my authentic selfhood.  Answering the question –
‘What should I do?’, I now ask the question, “Who am I?”

• Contemplation and self-reflection.  I would not have thought a few years ago, that as a 27
year old I would be advocating a more contemplative life.  However, that has been an
exceptionally valuable pursuit for me.  Creating space for silence and reflection, in which
to encounter the God of my soul.  This contemplation is not naval gazing – and is always
responded to with action, but becomes the starting point and launching place.

As an honest searcher and person of faith, I am always attempting to find language that
articulates my deepest convictions and a way of seeing God that is home for me.  Progressive
theology has helped me do that.  It is a powerful term because it is a word of movement and
action ... it connotes openness and non-definitive end points.

I must confess – I am naturally a people pleaser, and therefore don’t naturally gravitate to being
on the outer – or being different.  I’m much more at home in the group, in the middle.
Progressive thinking has never, for me, been about rebelling from the norm, wanted to push
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against the status quo.  It has only been finding an authentic way to articulate the mystery of
God, and the complex reality of the human condition.  To appease my sense of guilt, as I moved
to different places theologically, my mantra has been ‘Matt, you only believe what you believe
because of your pursuit of truth’.  In following that mantra, Progressive theology has become the
water I now swim in – possessing a radical humility and openness to the task of loving and to the
source of Love.  That for me, has been the strongest and most consistent guiding light.

Progressive theology’s greatest appeal for me, is well summarised by Marcus Borg when he
asserted that faith is “a way of life and not a system of belief”.  Love is always the benchmark
and always the aim.  In its simplest form, progressive Christianity has offered me a faith
understanding and spirituality which has, above all, helped me love.


